
Secretary's Preface:  
 
Let it be noted that my computer ate my notes with some fava beans and a nice chianti. That means, these 
minutes are off-script and with a live studio audience. It may also be noted, that I had to leave the training 
portion before its Grand Finale, so there are several remaining mysteries about the final half hour. Did 
Roy lead the group on a game of LASER tag through Snyder's court room? Did the -purple-pygmy-
elephants-with-sprinklers seamlessly descend from the ceiling, or did they hit the same snags as in the 
technical rehearsal? Was the final "CO-CO-COOOOLLLABORAAAATE (a chacha) number enough 
to  rouse the audience to its feet? I can only assume.  
 
So consider these interactive minutes. A - if you'll indulge me - collaborative effort to construct the final 
fantastic minutes. If you feel so inclined, perhaps add a little bit of your own experience (waking or 
oneiric), perhaps something you came away from the meeting with. Or just a review of those dancing 
elephants.  
 
Whatcom Collaborative Professionals Group Meeting May 12, 2014, at noon in the Whatcom County 
Superior Courthouse 
 
Present: Patrick Gallery, Mike Guerrero, Kira Lieberman, Sandy Voit, Adella Wright, Laura Weight, 
Pamela Englett, Cat Zavis (sob sob - soon to be fleeing the state), Rob Kelly, Pat Henderson, Kathryn 
Resnick, Mimi Mawson, Roy Martin, Betsy Brinson,  
 
Gone but not forgotten: Eric Weight (crushed by a pygmy elephant - our best thoughts to him), Penny 
Henderson (suffering a mild concussion attempting to ride the same pygmy elephant and rescue Eric), 
Leon Henley (out on a vigilante mission to seek revenge against the pygmy elephants) 
 
1. Business -  
 
While our presenter Roy was momentarily dumbstruck and dazzled by the exquisite visage of his 
parturient partner, Kira, President Patrick handed the floor (not literally) to Secretary Adella for a brief 
bit of business:  
 
Website: The user portal is working. Go to http://whatcomcollaborativelaw.com/member-area and 
create a user name to gain access to prior minutes, pending business, and secret dossiers on all the 
collaborative attorneys in town.  
 
Proposed Amended Bylaws: The board is inclined to exercise its plenary powers to adopt these, but 
will remain open for comments from the group. To answer Mike's question, the proposed Board Retreat 
Meetings will cycle between Barbados, Kuai, the Gallapagos Islands, and Monte Carlo on a quarterly 
basis.  
 
Dues! Rob wasn't here for the announcement about dues, but he does have a list and he will bring in the 
enforcers for you few dilatory dues dodgers... Applications for amnesty are available on the website portal. 
See above for access.  
 
Meeting Schedules: Last year the board took a vacation for the whole group and cancelled July and 
August. This year, we are keeping July, but letting go of August. No August WCP meeting. 
 
As for the open meeting, the board proposed October unless somebody has a handful of interested 
parties who need to come RIGHT NOW! 
 
2. In-House Training With Roy Martin!!! 
 
Following the grand success of Sandy Voit's previous financial aid crash course (liabilities still to be 
determined between insurance companies, but I think some of us definitely have whiplash), Roy Martin 

http://whatcomcollaborativelaw.com/member-area


filled the dais to conduct a discussion about our intake process and how to address Collaborative Law with 
prospective clients.  
 
Strengths and Risks of Each Approach to Divorce - The group has previously expressed an unease with 
their ability to find the sweet spot between encouraging collaborative law and "selling it". At the request of 
the board, Roy began the discussion by addressing this. For him, it isn't about pushing a single model, but 
describing the advantages and disadvantages of all of the options available to clients seeking dissolution. 
Because he has seen collaborative law work so well, he feels that he can speak passionately and honestly 
about its advantages in a way that connects with people for whom the process is appropriate. It becomes 
easier and easier to talk about collaborative law in a way that garners interest and client commitment 
when the professional has had enough experience with the benefits of collaboration to really and honestly 
represent those.  
 
To walk us through the farrago of options, Roy handily drew up a breakdown of his take on the risks and 
benefits of all paths to dissolution. For him, these are Kitchen Table, Mediation, Collaborative, and 
Conventional.   
 
Some attorneys may add "cooperative" or "negotiation" style, in which clients are not formally following 
the collaborative law structure, and which retain the option of going to court, but which are focused on 
staying out of court and maximizing interests over positions. Roy views this as a hybrid. but others feel it 
is worth separate distinction.  
 
Roy's Handouts are attached to these minutes.  
 
A few things that stood out for the group: 
 
1. Kitchen Table -  
   One of the advantages is that if it is successful, it's cheap, personalized, quick, and avoids the nasty 
plague that is our legal population. But, that is a big if ... Roy uses the analogy of a rope bridge. Walking 
across a rope bridge may be quite easy on a sunny still day, but on a rainy day with gusts of wind, it 
becomes a deathly hazard. The gusts and rain are the common emotional tempests and the fear-cycle 
inherent in separation. It is easy in a time of high-stress emotional transition for one small action of "self-
protection" to spark an escalating tit-for-tat of thorough distrust, as anger, sadness, and frustration 
manifest in antagonisms.  
 
In the kitchen table model, there is no containment of emotion, and no assistance understanding legal 
rights or the children's needs.  
 
2. Mediation 
 
A revelation for some of the group was that there are explicitly different kinds of mediators.  
 
Evaluative mediation (or directive) resembles the sort of settlement conference, often legally informed, 
mediation style. It can be efficient and contained, but may also run the risk of the mediator becoming or 
seeming coercive. If there is poor rapport with the mediator, one party may prematurely acquiesce or 
disengage from the process.    
 
  Facilitative is the model of interest-based discussion and work that Collaborative Practitioners are most 
likely to have been trained in. Mediators do not give recommendations but facilitate discussions between 
the parties. As in collaborative, they rule the process, but help clients find their own outcomes after 
identifying interests and brainstorming options.  
 
Transformative extends interest based negotiations to empowerment, with an idea that the mediation 
process may not only find solutions but also transform the parties in some way or their interaction with 
each other.  
 
The lines between the forms of mediation are not clearly marked, and most operate along a range.  



 
Facilitative and transformation mediation focus on mutually beneficial decisions and can be a great value, 
but some may feel uncomfortable with the process. It also runs the peril of premature or uncommitted 
acquiescence due. Most mediations require faith that disclosure from both parties is adequate and both 
are there in good faith.  
 
 
 Unless the clients are savvy or willing to look around, the fact that mediation styles vary may introduce an 
element of uncertainty for those considering mediation. Practices vary widely, including the role or 
inclusion of attorneys in a mediation. Some mediation may depend heavily on the legal framework and be 
strongly impacted by the interactions of the mediator and any attorneys present. In other cases, there may 
be no legal knowledge to draw from and post-agreement issues could arise when the full legal implications 
are understood (or if some necessary issue for a divorce hasn't been dealt with).   
 
3. Collaborative Law 
 
Collaborative Law builds on the advantages of mediation by providing a full team, which increases the 
containment to a peak. It also infuses neutral professionals  to the core of the process. With that 
containment, clients are freed to personalize their dissolution with a long range view and with emotional 
safety. 
 
The risks are those we are familiar with: misuse of the process, potential higher costs, bad faith abuse of 
the process, and the potential for poor team-dynamics to infect the case.  
 
4. Conventional/Litigation  
 
The ER, but with less George Clooney. There are times when people need the courts. It may hurt, it may 
be terrifying and expensive, but thank god it's there. It may also bring in neutral professionals  in slightly 
different roles, and relies on the sagacity of a hopefully learned commissioner's/judge's hand.  
 
The court system, of course, is terrifying, torpid, and centers around distrust and gamesmanship while 
clients lose a sense of control (one of the most stressful things for an individual to experience).  
 
** 
 
Roy's Approach to Discussing Legal Options 
 
Roy brings in both spouses for a single meet-and-greet "ADR Meeting" during which time he explicitly 
does not act as an attorney or give legal advice. He has clients sign a waiver acknowledging his role. If he 
represents one of  the spouses subsequently, he will only do so if the other signs a waiver of conflict.  
 
During that meeting, he lays down the different avenues, and lets the clients decide what his role might 
be.  
 
Laura pointed out that because we are lawyers, even discussing the process is acting as a lawyer. We 
would not authorize our intake receptionists or paraprofessionals to outline the approaches up above. And 
no matter how much we abstain from giving legal advice, the perception of advice (because we are 
inevitably lawyers) is an issue.  
 
Roy agreed that individual risk tolerances will vary, but he is confident in collaborative law to negate the 
need for an excess of caution.  
 
Why Pauline Tessl-***** 
 
***HUGE VERY RUDE INTERRUPTION**** 
 
*** 



 
And here's where the open-mic section begins... Training continued but without the secretary and her 
clickety clacking typewriter. She believes there was a continuing discussion, a demonstration of an initial 
conversation by Roy and some rousing role-playing in diads. But that's mere conjecture.  
 
I'm still curious about the Laser Tag!  
 


